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Mr. Speaker, Sir, Point of  Order!1

Oppositions in Russia but no oppositions in Great Britain...? H'mmm!

An opening recognition:

The Speaker of  the House of  Commons recognised in the UK, and indeed all over the
world, to be an independent authority at work in parliament presiding over questions and
debates  among  members  (between  “government”  “official  oppositions”  and  “back
benchers”) in the chamber.  So can you imagine the uproar by and the fury of  members
of  parliament (and the media and public), if  a Speaker generally objected to content in
members' questions and speeches based on her/his own personal/political outlooks
and said so openly or refused to explain her/his reasoning.  Such would be the anger in
parliament, it is unlikely that such a Speaker would last long in office.  

Mr. Speaker, it is with this admirable principled spirit in mind, which has been maintained
for 764 years since the Prolocutor Peter de Montford in the Parliament at Oxford in 1258.
This principled spirit to duty and to tradition—to independence, allows parliament to conduct
its businesses orderly, and legally, and while many in parliament and the public outside of
parliament might not like the outcomes to certain votes and laws passed and, revile at  the
attitudes and utterances of  some members to the world, they recognise and respect the
legitimacy  of  these  outcomes  and  the  very  institution  of  the  House  of  Commons
(Parliament) itself—as do most overseas.  Thank you Mr. Speaker! 

Unfortunately,  my  experience  in  communicating  with  the  two  men  who  run  the  BBC

1.I am sure that most correspondents to you will start this way—just a little recognition of  Parliament and 
your role and a friendly start.   The issue I raise while not a Point of  Order in parliamentary terms (I am not
a member) is very much an issue in the proceedings of  society to which the House of  Common plays a 
prominent roleAs an independent on this issue I seek the support of  a recognised independent authority.
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(another organisation billed as  independent), Tory Government appointees—friends of  the
party(?)—might  suggest  that  they  do  not  hold  to  your  admirable  principled  spirit  of
independence as both have failed to respond positively on behalf  of  the BBC to me for my
role as a neutral observer in the USA-RUSSIA-UKRAINE contention (and on the matter
of  wider  access  in  general  for  opinions  on  other  topics  outside  the  narrow  and
uninteresting mainstream) and curiously so on Ukraine when no impartial input is visible on
this publicly paid-for forum on this serious global issue and which would question the Tory
Government and parliamentary position and strategy toward this contention.2

Mr. Speaker, I can confidently predict that should a UK general election produce members
as MPs from parties such as: The For Britain Movement, Reform UK, Sinn Féin Socialist
Workers Party The Socialist Party of  Great Britain, then you would broaden your horizon
(from the mainstream) and be neutral towards them.  However, the BBC and other British
TV media who purport to be  independent would not—and with their narrow mindset this
extends to members of  the public such as myself  and other outside of  the mainstream
political  positions.  Thus  your  admirable  principled  spirit  of  independence—your  high
standards are not practiced by them, and so far, Dame Melanie Dawes of  Ofcom, although
fairly new in the role, sees no failure here in regards to open and free discussion and the
contribution of  alternative ideas for the advancement of  our world and for resolution to
problems here and global. 

When I was 20 years age I worked closely with the managing director of  the firm which
employed me.  He said beware for the world is a difficult place for the thinking person. 3

Unfortunately  so!   These wise  words  have  come to be true  for  me as  I  get  ignored
blocked and blacklisted by media politicians production companies agents and so prevented
from earning a living in what I want to do for merely holding opposite views on issues and
neutral views on other issues.  This punishment has prevented others in the media from
openly engaging with me for  fear  of  losing their  careers.   A climate  of  fear  enforcing
censorship in Great Britain!  

As an independent mind on this issue: the USA-RUSSIA-UKRAINE contention, I watched the
Ukrainian President Zelenskyy's address to The House of  Commons and found the moment
profoundly moving—but perhaps not in the way you might have expected!  Of  course I am
saddened and angry at the plight of  the Ukrainians and the Russian actions and feel that it was
negligent and irresponsible of  world leaders (Presidents Putin and Biden principally and others
too, West and East) to allow the USA-RUSSIA-UKRAINE contention to drift into violence
and destruction in Ukraine with all the upset which we see on our screens nightly.  Mr. Speaker,
had it been the case that with this contention the theatres of  military conflict with violence

2. Richard Sharp Chairman and Tim Davie Director-General.  Sharp gave a substantial financial donation to
an organisation promoting suppression of  discussions beyond the uninteresting and narrow mainstream.  Is
he an appropriate person to lead the BBC and, especially with his refusal to assist me for wider discussion
and seems to be more concerned with his personal beliefs?
3.  Should this be so in a country which presents itself  to the world as democratic and a lover of  free
speech?
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destruction and deaths were the actual territories of  these two Big-States squabbling—on the
soils of  America and Russia, I believe the dispute would be over by now.  Instead what we see
all too frequently is that these Big-States never fight each other directly on their own territories,
but cynically use and abuse the territories of  others with devastating consequence for social
infrastructures  and  the  lives  of  mostly innocent  people—they  sometimes  use  their  own
soldiers and other times by proxy with mercenaries.4  The leaders and establishments of
these Big-States  are heartless,  cruel  and thoroughly reprehensible  in their  self-interested
pursuits of  power economic interest and social influences to see the world as a chess board
to be fought-over mercilessly.   I hold  Presidents Biden and Putin in contempt in equal
measure and jointly responsible for the death destruction and mess in Ukraine!  We have all
witnessed these battles with horrific destructions in recent times on the territories of  Iraq
Afghanistan Libya Syria before and Yemen and Ukraine now where the Big States  care
nothing for the lives of  others and the destructions of  social and economic infrastructures
which make life almost impossible for those who survive.  Then like in Afghanistan recently
(Iraq before) the USA walk away and leave a mess and Russia the same with Syria—will
likely do so with Ukraine. And while not a big state Great Britain made a mess in Libya as a
client  state  of  USA—by  proxy,  and  walked  away  and  left  a  mess.5  While  I  found
Zelenskyy's input pitiable and a salient lesson to other states who border both the USA and
Russia (and perhaps soon states which border China and India), not to get involved in Big-
State-Squabbles,  the  response  by  MPs  seemed  strange  frightening  and  somewhat
macabre...like watching a political thriller drama for the Cinema or TV involving forms of
hypnotic  psychosis.6  And both gave  me the  shivers!   And this  unsurprisingly  was  not
noticed by other  British commentators  and mainstream media,  even by journalists  who
describe themselves as independent who suffer the 
same affliction—other actors in the drama.

4. Russia looking for foreign fighters for Ukraine battle, as have America in this and other battles in the past
—the locals in whose country is the latest battle field, and the official forces of  Britain, France, the Iraqi
and Afghan armies Saudi Arabia Kurdish KPP etc., the forces of  States for political cover.
5.  That the West supply of  weapons to Ukraine is testament to this as the West (—USA) has enlisted the
suffering Ukrainians to fight a proxy war—while condemning military war and the destruction of  Ukrainian
lives  and  infrastructures  by  Russia.   With  the  West  quick  to  actively  engage  in  military  war  supplying
weapons of  war to Ukrainians and economic sanctions on their enemy Russia to effect their war effort, this
suggests that the efforts to settle the contention before war were disingenuous.  The same in Yemen as the
West supply Saudi Arabia with devastating weapons with horrific consequences for innocent people there,
but not featured on the Western news much!   Also so far (perhaps more to come) Biden has promised
$3.5 billion dollars of  weapons to Ukraine which funds the avarice USA military  industrial  complex—
which, might surprise you Mr. Speaker.  Current USA Annual Defence Budget (2019: $731.75 billions) but
currently standing at $1.5 trillion as a one-off  amount. A Nation that cannot do without manufacturing
weapons  of  war!.  See:www.globaltimes.cn/page/202109/1234813.shtml &
www.politico.com/news/2022/03/22/pentagon-scrambles-to-replenish-weapons-stocks-sent-to-ukraine-
0001933
6.  The evidence for this state of  the unreal is collaborated by the reality that atrocities and accusations of
“war crimes”—which are being made against Russia for its actions in Ukraine—are also made against Saudi
Arabia for its war in Yemen, the former is verbally attacked and has sanctions imposed on it, while the latter
has  political  and  weapons  support  from NATO countries,  principally  the  USA and Britain,  and  given
without the slightest sense of  hypocrisy.    
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Mr.  Speaker,  I  worry  that  when  in  a  few years  when the  dust  all  settles  looking  back
Zelenskyy,  if  he makes it  through alive,  he will  reflect on this time and be annoyed at
himself  for being used by the West as a pawn in their global strategic battle games—and
this might crush him.  That it will make most Ukrainians angry at their error in involvement
with Big States, I shouldn't wonder. hypnotic psychosis.7  And both gave me the shivers!
And this unsurprisingly was not noticed by other British commentators and mainstream
media, even by journalists who describe themselves as independent who suffer the 
same affliction—other actors in the drama.

Mr.  Speaker,  I  worry  that  when  in  a  few years  when the  dust  all  settles  looking  back
Zelenskyy,  if  he makes it  through alive,  he will  reflect on this time and be annoyed at
himself  for being used by the West as a pawn in their global strategic battle games—and
this might crush him.  That it will make most Ukrainians angry at their error in involvement
with Big States, I shouldn't wonder.    

Mr.  Speaker,  day  after  day  we  see  all  three  (approved  politicians  commentators  and
journalists) nodding and agreeing with each other with no contention discernible between
them other than perhaps on the limits or levels of  negative actions—with nothing positive
in sight.  And when I write to the journalists (tweet email or in paper-post) words with
alternative discussion points from a neutral position—and most definitely not in a manner
aggressive offensive abusive or with swear-words or with threats—they ignore my requests
for wider discussion and one or two look down the camera at me in a manner that perhaps I
have come from Mars and outside of  the hypnotic psychosis.  And not just frightening for
me but for the safety and wellbeing of  humanity!

This closed mindset almost a brainwashed state of  existence is a product of  a closed media
where opposition and balance and truth—neutral analysis are banned typical of  what we see
in China North Korea Iran and recently in Washington and attempts to achieve in Russia.
And when journalists here cite censorship in Russia and immediately in the next breath they
do the same to me and others that it is extraordinary indeed and again like a Cinema or TV
political thriller drama where all sense of  reality is not the script.

And  although  Russia  is  doing  the  same  where  it  can,  opposition  is  still  visible—even
extraordinary so highlighted on the networks of  the 3 main providers of  news on British
TV: BBC ITN Sky News—plus of  course Good Morning Britain, while opposition and
neutral analysis in Great Britain is missing!Mr. Speaker, it is indeed becoming a well-
worn phrase today in a Western world more than ever before spiralling out of  control
socially politically and economically—in the absence of  open and free discussions—that we
finish an observation with the words:  You could not make it up!  Or that reality is stranger than

7.  The evidence for this state of  the unreal is collaborated by the reality that atrocities and accusations of
“war crimes”—which are being made against Russia for its actions in Ukraine—are also made against Saudi
Arabia for its war in Yemen, the former is verbally attacked and has sanctions imposed on it, while the latter
has  political  and  weapons  support  from NATO countries,  principally  the  USA and Britain,  and  given
without the slightest sense of  hypocrisy.    
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fiction, is another phrase.

And this censorship is the reason for this letter to enlist your assistance, the assistance of  a
universally  recognised independent  office as  described  above  and  to  help  convince  Dame
Melanie Dawes of  Ofcom that action is needed to restore balance from journalists before
we  sleepwalk  into  a  wider  and  more  dangerous  conflict  under  the  momentum  of  a
psychotic  stupefaction (zombism)  where participants  are impossible  to reach and prevent
their wild actions triggering a global crisis which might spin out of  control and a world in
peril.    

I am neutral on the issue of  the USA-RUSSIA-UKRAINE contention and I am eager that a
discussion get underway to resolve this contention and that more than hate and further
division by premature sanctions talk of  “war crimes” and hate towards President Putin of
the Russian Federation will ever achieve.  We are told that President Putin has lost all sight
of  reality where his small team of  advisers of  a close bunch of  yes-men who fail to criticise
him directly so his decisions and actions we are told are quixotic.   Well the same could be
said of  President Biden.  Please see link to my letter to President Joe Biden in October 2021
Why Fight with Russia? with fresh advice on the matter of  USA-Russia relations outwith his
small team of  advisors of  a close bunch—and well, we have a war.  I have not even as much
as had an acknowledgement from President Biden for my positive efforts of  34 pages and
concern for the world and to promote a peaceful outcome—and subsequently the President
and Western friends  have  acted  negatively  in  so  certainly  prolonging the  agony on the
Ukrainians and perhaps in dangering the whole of  Europe and the world by aggravating the
crisis.  Biden did say in his Inaugural Speech that we should respect other prospectives on
all issues—so is not my efforts worthy of  an acknowledgement?  You tell me.  This speaks
to us clearly of  the crummy mentality of  Biden who presently is touring the world talking
up tensions and divisions making resolutions harder to achieve!8  

Mr Speaker, being neutral in the matter of  the USA-RUSSIA-UKRAINE contention, does

8. Mr. Speaker, this is not the first time in which I offered a world leader advice which was rejected then a
mess followed.  See my Brexit Proposal to Prime Minister May.  I was not in favour of  Brexit but put
together the best proposal.  I offered the same advice to Corbyn and Starmer which they rejected and lost
an election.  Brexit still not settled!  In writing a comedy script to ignite discussion on talking to top terror
group Daesh I sought to bring the mush needed discussion to the world, I was blacklisted by all British TV
networks and the newspapers (even by the Guardian) and the violence of  terrorism continues to haunt
humanity unresolved and the murder of  your Parliamentary colleague Sir David Amess MP, Manchester
Arena terrorism too and more....  As a professional writer who cannot get an Agent due to blacklisting (of
issues certainly, if  not people) I submitted what might be called a synopsis for a documentary to properly
explore the issues around the problems classed as “racism”, and cannot get a reply from Panorama or BBC
DG Tim Davie after a year of  trying.  See “Naga on Racism” via link below.  And the issues termed
“racism” remains to blight the lives for many people.  I have recently given advice to the Prime Minister of
Finland Sanna Marin (on Twitter via @OComedie) not to entertain any Big-States (and NATO) who are
squabbling  internationally  and  who  will  bring  their  power  games  to  their  lands  upsetting  the  lives  of
innocent people and putting them at risk of  death: the USA and Russian now and perhaps China and India
coming soon, and to look to the Non-Aligned Movement instead and keep her people safe.  No answer in 4
weeks.  We shall see what happens. 
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not mean one is cold on or has an indifference to war—on the contrary, if  one is urging
attentions to end a conflict in the only pay possible for this conflict (and with Daesh Al
Qaida etc. in a separate contention) through understanding and dialogue and with mutual
respect for positions (but not violence), then perhaps one is more inimical to this war as a
means to resolve conflicts then those who resist dialogue?  9

Unfortunately, there are not many independent offices left to where I can write and, I wait with
trepidation in the hope that I can include Ofcom—I hope Mr. Speaker you will join me and
keep your fingers crossed that Ofcom will not be lost in this other war of  information of
dialogue and of  peaceful resolutions to conflicts.  As I write the 3 main providers of  news
on British TV: BBC ITN Sky News which include in their ranks the much vaunted Today
on Radio 4 and the wow wow wow Channel 4 News are engaging in biased reporting and
spreading hate on President Putin and the assertion that every official word from Russia is
lies with the constant referencing to a chemical weapon attack with no evidence is another
sign of  unprofessional conduct stirring up hate and further division.  Another provider
Good Morning Britain was never considered neutral by most observers and are allowed to
exist  beyond  the  Broadcasting  Standards/Rules  with  their  presenters  with  opinions  on
issues  wider  than  one's  favourite  colours  or  favourite  foods  and  the  return  of  ABBA.
Finally,  The  Prince  of  Wales  was  merely  expressing  a  genuine  disgust  on  war  and  its
violence destruction and bloody murder to which was spun mercilessly by the above media
for their one-track-cause to be an attack on the President of  the Russian Federation—for a
war on information of  dialogue and of  peaceful resolutions to conflicts.  

Mr. Speaker, I am sure there are many other independent offices globally—perhaps some actual
members of  the House of  Commons, to which I will come back to—but for now only
Yourself,  Her  Majesty  to  Queen  and  Abdulla  Shahid  President  of  the  United  Nations
General Assembly, the latter will get a copy of  this letter to hopefully assist me in my efforts
to have a balanced discussion on global issues.  Perhaps a global discussion channel for
independent minds to contribute positive input as most  media,  West and East,  cannot be
trusted today. Her Majesty to Queen will receive a copy as will The Prince of  Wales.   I
will also send a copy to Dame Melanie Dawes in the hope that she and her Ofcom are still
with us.10  How you can help I will come to later.

Recently I have brought this to the attention of  the whole Digital, Culture, Media and Sport
Committee House of  Commons with a copy of  a letter to BBC Chairman Richard Sharp
(see attached) and to Chairman Julian Knight with a follow-up and have been told that my

9. I do not claim to be an expert on Russian politics, therefore my letter is to ignite discussion onto a wider 
plain covering deeper issues in the West-Russia relationship.  However as a non-expert some investigations 
by me found...well, read it for yourself, Mr. Speaker. 
10. Dame Melanie Dawes at the instruction of  the government who appointed her and can sack her 
has suspended the licence to broadcast of  Russia's RT when it was fine before the conflict.  RT put the 
Russian case before a British audience.  There was no need to suspend the licence of  Russia's RT as it is
off  the air due to EU sanctions and censorship.  So question mark at Dame Melanie Dawes and her 
commitment to free and open debate. 
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correspondences will  be kept on file  just  in case censorship in Great Britain is of  interest
someday.  In the midst of  one of  the most dangerous conflicts in 80 years in Europe with
serious global potential and obstructions to alternative discussion inputs are clear—thus no
one is talking publicly on how to settle this conflict, just when might be a better time Mr.
Speaker? Also a copy to the Communication and Digital Committee House of  Lords,
of  the latter no reply.

I will ask Abdulla Shahid President of  the United Nations General Assembly, to publish this
letter together with my letter directly to him (see attached) on the General Assembly page
under  “correspondence  and  comments  received”.   If  you  can  provide,  Mr  Speaker,  a
positive reply to go along beside it—well, that would be great a tremendous boost for free
and open discussion global.  In the event, I continue to get ignored or receive negative
or “not interested” replies from authorities, I will seek publication of  his letter in a global
journal or post online somewhere.11  As a neutral, it will not be my intention to place this
correspondence in front of  the eyes of  Russia, but well, this might happen if  published and
to the considerable embarrassment to the British establishment.

We have heard lots of  talk of  attempts at suppression of  oppositions in Russia—which I do
not question or deny is in progress—but while the rotten progress in Russia is underway, has
the suppression of  opposition and neutral analysis in Great Britain already been achieved?  I
rather think so, Mr. Speaker...

Opposition in Russia
In Russia there are two points of  discussion with is contention: 1. the actual military war in
Ukraine—called  an  incursion  by  the  Russian  government  not  an  invasion,  and  2.  the
government's contention that NATO is coming too close to Russia.  We see that NATO is seen
as an enemy by most politicians and in a recent opinion poll Russians believe NATO is to
blame.  See here: according to Russia Matters12 pointing to a Russia research organisation called
“Levada  Centre”  cited  by  Western  polling  experts  as  reliable,  reported  60%  of  Russians
support  the Kremlin's  war and blame USA and NATO for heightened tensions in  eastern
Ukraine.  Mr. Putin has a poll rating of  71%.  It seems that the debate in Russia comprises of
both 1 and 2 and is less restricted than in the West.  Embarrassing, Mr. Speaker...? I'll say so...

On 1. there is certainly opposition on the Russian street from people, and opposition from
celebrities sports people and journalism as well as from business people (some who have been
sanctioned by the West, suggesting an amateurish approach and a desperate operation by the
West  to  cobble  together  a  negative  response  to  Russia's  invasion.)  Also  some  minuscule
opposition in the Russian Duma or parliament.

11. The reason for a possible publication of  this letter is not with the intension to make life difficult for
you Mr. Speaker, no, only that in this correspondence, I have brought my concerns all together.
12. Russia Matters launched in 2016 by Harvard Kennedy School's Belfer Center for Science and 
International Affairs supported by the Carnegie Corporation in New York USA.  The aim is to improve
understanding of  Russia and US-Russian relationship for America's policymakers.
www.  russiamatters.org/blog/new-polls-what-do-russians-think-war-ukraine
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In Russia  parliamentarians (Vyacheslav Markhaev and Oleg Smolin and Mikhail Matveyev
Communist members of  the upper and lower Houses of  Parliament13).   Journalists Nobel
Peace Prize winner  Dmitry  Muratov turned journalist  at  business  daily  and reporter  Elena
Chermenko from Kommersant daily newspaper in Moscow.  Also employee journalists in RBC,
Novaya Gazeta Dozhd, Ekho Moskvy, Snob, The Bell as well as in state run TASS and
RT.14  On Marina Ovsyannikova, the journalist from Russia's Channel 1 who held up a No War
card live on TV and was given a fine.  Now, some Ukrainians and Western media perhaps
annoyed she was dealt with so lightly claim all her actions and protest were a State stunt.  The
fog  of  war:  claim  and  counter  claim  and  propaganda  galore!    Socialite  and  former
presidential candidate Ksenia Sobchak, also in Moscow Times.  Also celebrities and sports
people Pop star: Svetlana Loboda, late-night television hosts: Maxim Galkin and film director
Yelena Kovalskaya, world number one chess player: Yan Nepominachtchi, figure skater Evgenia
Medvedeva and footballer  Andriy Shevchenko.15 And  business men (Mikhail Fridman who
grew up in Lviv, Oleg Deripaska who while against the war has been sanctioned by the West,
Evgeny Lebedeve owner of  the Evening Standard: criticised by some MPs and Oleg Tinkov of
the Tinkoff  Bank also sanctioned by he West16).  

Opposition in Great Britain
Mr. Speaker, let us contrast this with Great Britain and we restrict ourselves to discussion or
contention 2 above, only as the likelihood of  1. being an issues here is slim—however, as an
independent mind, I, and I am sure you too, would want to hear any British input in favour of  the
war  and to  be  justified  as  part  of  the  whole  discussion on the  USA-RUSSIA-UKRAINE
contention.   That  media  bosses  and journalists  do not  rebel  against  managements  and be
neutral is disappointing to say the least!

Mr. Speaker, polls in the West have a similar number supporting reverse positions to the Russia
poll above, to the Russian people.  I make the point:  what can we expect when  independent
comment is difficult to find in both the West and the East—brainwashing is suspected.  What
hope  is  there  that  we  can  settle  global  disputes  when  the  use  or  practice  of  delivering  a
hypnotic psychosis to populations is getting in the way of  them being able to see the real
world?Both West and East telling their public no opposition and no neutral analysis are
allowed as a united front to the enemy is required, thus suspending free speech democracy and
ideas  to  end  the  dispute.   Frightening  for  the  world,  and  cruel  and  irresponsible  to  the
Ukrainian people! 

Unlike  in  Russia,  where  opposition  is  present  and  in  sight  for  the  whole  world  to  see,
opposition there—and comprising of  both 1 and 2 of  the points of  discussion or contention
as above, we in Britain are confined to the actual bloody war which would scunner any person

13. https://www.nytimes.com/2022/02/28/world/europe/russia-parliament-ukraine-invasion.html
14.   https://www.themoscowtimes.com/2022/02/24/russian-celebrities-academics-journalists-speak-
out-agains  t-ukraine-war-a76565
15. https://www.standard.co.uk/news/world/russian-celebrities-condemn-ukraine-invasion-
b984480.html
16. https://www.businessinsider.com/russia-oligarchs-lawmakers-slam-ukraine-invasion-rare-rebuke-
2022-3?r=US&IR=T
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and so is an easy campaign to garner followers for the USA cause.  Here no 2 of  the points of
discussion or contention is banned—indeed, journalists recklessly and irresponsibly banned this
topic before a shot was fired.17  In parliament too discussion is all but banned!  Well, I do not hear
any, Mr Speaker?

Why is this, Mr. Speaker?  Is there opposition and neutral analysis in other Western countries—
it seems that we are not allowed to know that either.  And despite the fact that British media
show us Russian opposition every day, all day, they continue to assert that no opposition or
neutral analysis in Russia is allowed, but opposition or neutral analysis is allowed here—but do
not show it here.  Mr. Speaker, all approved journalists, commentators and politicians who we
see on the TV say more or less the same thing: all journalists and their guests claim that they are
anti-war, but support sending weapons of  war to Ukraine, they support the sanctions imposed
on Russia by one side of  the war, their side, the USA and Western friends.18  These approved
journalists,  commentators  and politicians all  badmouth President Putin with claims that
could be equally said of  their own leaders, if  truth were allowed to be spoken, for allowing
this USA-RUSSIA-UKRAINE contention to go to violence and destruction in the year
2022 and willingly  sustaining similar  honorific  war  in Yemen and withholding aid from
Afghanistan  with  such horrific  consequences  for  the  people there  (—thuggery,  cheater,
gangster liar and deranged and despicable) and with hate and “war crimes” accusations then
saying investigations are need to find the evidence for “war crimes” after they have made up
their  minds  ahead of  any  evidence  being produced. Mr.  Speaker,  periodically  these
approved journalists, commentators and politicians are joined on the TV by celebrities and
sports people who like business people are obliged to say the same thing, if  brainwashing
has escaped them, or run the risk of  persecution by MPs and media and lose their careers.

We know  only that in the United States of  American where we hear that some around
former President Donald Trump are at best lukewarm to economic and verbal attacks on
Russia and assisting Ukrainians based on the very much growing mood in the USA that
home is neglected and too much time and money is spent on foreign adventures which cost an
arm and a leg, to put it mildly—see my letter to Biden  Why Fight with Russia?  Page 27 on
America's astronomical $6.4 Trillion debt fighting foreign wars.  Mr. Speaker, the channelling
of  public money which was meant for the good of  the wider society of  America, a positive
endeavour, siphoned off  for the negative projects: the  making of  weapons to kill and the
profits of  the socially perverse producers.  In Britain, Mr. Speaker, where are the oppositions
in regards to celebrities, sports people, journalists TV hosts the business elites—and where are
the members of  the House of  Commons and House of  Lords (Parliament)? Where are the

17.  Please see my letter  to BBC Chairman Richard Sharp,  who, and quite extraordinarily  so,  never
thought it necessary to reply to me a British citizen and BBC Licence fee payer.   
18. It is really only the West who have imposed sanctions on Russia most of  South America, most of
Africa most of  the Far East India Pakistan and China do not support  sanctions.   Indeed,  lots  of
Western businesses wanted to remain but where hounded out by parliamentarians and media.  Samsung
the giant conglomerate based in South Korea best known for phones and tablets pulled out of  selling
to Russians, but only to protect their Western markers where they are in a tight global competition and
contest—a fight to the bloody death—with Apple and Huawei for phones.   Indian software giant
Infosys the same.
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oppositions  and  neutrals  from other  walks  of  life  in  society?   Have  you also  asked  this
question?

I have read Hansard of  Tuesday 22 February 2022 and found no opposition and no neutral
analysis in the British House of  Commons to the British (Western or USA) approach to
Russia in response to Russia's recognition of  two independent pro-Russian Republics or
Russia's objections to NATO advancement to the Russia borders (“near abroad”) .19 Where
was the opposition and neutral analysis to the governments approach Mr. Speaker?  We
need to know, especially when on the same day after we heard of  opposition in the Russian
Duma as stated above.  I know of  several members of  the House of  Commons, while not
supporting Russia's recognition of  two independent pro-Russian Republics termed as an
invasion, would likely question the USA approach of  sanctions and hate attacks.  The few
who would likely have objected to the Western approach were either not in the chamber or
were and not called by yourself, thus not in Hansard.  If  they were in the chamber Mr.
Speaker, and you did not call them to speak...then why not call them?  I might guess that
were  they  not  in  the  chamber  this  perhaps  they  expected  harassment  from  MPs  and
certainly  from media and even expulsion from the Labour Party  for holding alternative
positions in a democracy—thus, Mr. Speaker, the House of  Commons appears inferior to
the Russian Duma, the latter where members felt  safe to voice their  opinions inside or
outside the chamber.  I request of  you Mr. Speaker to investigate the possibility that some
House  of  Commons  members  felt  intimidated  to  make  their  opinions  known on  this
serious global issue to the public either due to other members or media or both, thus the
debate is less and inferior to what it might been. Where might you start? I suggest:   J.
Corbyn and his fellows on the left.  In the event that no opposition and neutral analysis
exists in the House of  Commons this is undoubtedly a serious matter indeed—and to be
addressed  by  the  voters.   The  voters  need  to  know  from  you,  Mr.  Speaker.  1.  does
opposition and neutral analysis exist, and 2. opposition and neutral analysis does indeed
exist and was suppressed.

When being neutral one is also seen as the enemy.  
Mr. Speaker on British TV and on the streets as protests opposition—to the Western (USA)
approach even from neutrals like myself, is also absent whereas in Russia democracy with
alternative  opinions  is  flourishing.   How embarrassing,  Mr.  Speaker,  how embarrassing
indeed! A politically well ordered society is the West...Oh, how worrying!  There is no
shortage of  opposition for I hear it on the street in private conversations.  What might
oppositions say that would annoy MPs and the independent media?  See below and in letter to

19. Tuesday 22 February 2022 Prime Minister Johnson's Statement to House of  Commons at precisely
12:30  pm  On  Ukraine:  Hansard  page  173  announcing  the  first  sanctions  on  Russia  (“first
tranche”...PM) following Russia's recognition of  two independent pro-Russian states inside Ukraine at
22:35 UTC +3 (Republics  of  Donbas and Luhansk)  Sanctions:  “Today the UK is  sanctioning the
following five Russian banks: Rossiya, IS Bank, Genbank, Promsvyazbank and the Black Sea bank. And
we are sanctioning three very high net worth individuals: Gennady Timchenko, Boris Rotenberg and
Igor Rotenberg.”
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BBC Sharp.

Mr. Speaker, I am ashamed and disgust—and terrified at the coverage of  the USA-RUSSI
-UKRAINE contention by  the 3 main providers of  news on British TV: BBC ITN Sky
News—plus of  course Good Morning Britain, and in sharp contrast to Al Jazeera which
presents balanced and neutral coverage not supporting the West (—USA) or Russia—if  I
should pay money for news I want to give money to Al Jazeera and not the BBC!   I ask that
you  join  me  and  ask  Dame  Melanie  Dawes  of  Ofcom  to  explain  the  pro-American
coverage.  The hate is spreading and Facebook is allowing hate attacks on Mr. Putin and the
Russian State and military to be posted so resolving our disputes becomes more difficult.
Are you annoyed to Mr. Speaker...? Wimbledon too joining in the anti-Russian theme.  I
would guess that  you are!   So help me rectify the matter...give oppositions and neutral
analysis a chance for only they can give the world a chance to live in peace, the former
(opposition) allows debate and the latter (neutral analysis) brings grounding and reality to
bear on a crisis—and without oppositions and neutral analysis we have no discussions only
brainwashing and zombism as now.

Finally what might Western oppositions and neutral analysts say that would make the blood
boil at the the BBC's with Messrs Richard Sharp Tim Dave and new from ITN recruit:
Deborah Turness as CEO of  content?  As well as other media above.  

Points to add to issues raised in letter to BBC Richard Sharp:
 

1. Is it acceptable that journalists under Ofcom rules and guidelines should support any
side  in  global  conflicts  and  so  not  be  neutral?  With  the  result  the  news  and
information content is suspect unbelievable and a danger to this society being able to
first understanding events and then being able to contribute to the world discussion
with positive and peaceful  solutions.   Mr. Speaker,  British politicians journalists and
selected approved commentators have not offered one positive practice and input to first
elucidate  issues  around  this  contention  and  then  be  a  constructive  force  to  work
towards peaceful outcomes.

2. Considering the fallouts of  the war in Ukraine—which are not trivial: the destruction
of  Ukrainian infrastructure; the death of  many humans on all sides; the huge numbers
of  refuges flooding into mainly Europe with all the upset and expense, plus that cost of
sanctions and the purchasing of  military weapons to the economies of  all including on
the  Russian  people,  are  global  leaders  responsible  even  indeed  competent  for  the
responsibilities placed on them by an innocent public?

3. Mr. Speaker, does such a ruinous outcome mean the whole world can no longer afford
—no longer permit any more Big-State-Squabblers and for these belligerents to be left
to  their  own  devices  and  to  put  the  world  in  danger  when  they  are  incapable  of
resolutions between them. 

4. Should the United Nations General Assemble now play a much more active role—a
bigger  role  in  preventing  and  resolving  disputes  and  to  enforce  agreement  on
squabbling Big-States?  This  especially  so  as   the  world  more  than any  time  in  our
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existence as a species has never been so economically integrated  and interdependent.
5. Should this fact of  economically integration and interdependency foil the work of  Big-

State and their negative self-interested mindsets and supremacies and cast their negative
mentalities into history?

6. Is the fact that parliamentarians, commentators and journalists (all in West and the most
in the East) who have all gone along with this unquestioned loyalty to their warring Big-
State  masters  and its  squabbling  with  another  Big-State  not  merely  an  error  and a
disappointment, but a dereliction of  their duties and responsibilities to their societies
and the human race.  

How can you help, Mr. Speaker?
1. Investigate whether parliamentary oppositions and neutral analysis has been suppressed 

in the House of  Commons.
2. Write to  Dame Melanie Dawes Chief  Executive of  Ofcom requesting a meeting in your

office  to  discuss  censorship  and  the  blacklisting  of  ideas/opinions  and  political
participants  and neutral  analysts  in  the  UK.   Also,  at  that  meeting must  be  Nadine
Dorries MP Secretary of  State for Digital Culture Media and Sport, Julian Knight MP
Chairman of  Digital Culture Media and Sport Committee of  the House of  Commons,
Tim Davie Director General BBC and their equivalents at ITN ITV Channel 4 Sky News
and Good Morning Britain and finally, myself.

3. Consider a course of  disruption for selected high-profile journalists from the BBC ITN
Sky News and Good Morning Britain on a daily ad hoc bases by withdrawing journalists
passes to the House of  Commons Gallery—and the wider parliament if  in your gift.
This to highlight their suppression of  oppositions and neutral analysis.  The pass for Tim
Davie should be permanently withdrawn banning him from the chamber and further if
you can.  Your actions on passes will make the news and thus we can have a discussion
on  censorship  and  the  blacklisting  of  ideas/opinions  and  political  participants  and
neutral analysts in the UK.

Mr. Speaker, I believe that world leaders acted irresponsibly in allowing the conflict to turn
violent, and when started Western leaders employing sanctions and sending more weapons
into  a  battlefield  with  all  the  subsequent  upheavals,  death  and  destruction  resulting  in
pushing the warring groups further apart prolonging the agony and increasing the numbers
of  deaths and destruction.  This view banned by the BBC ITN ITV Sky News and Good 

Morning Britain.  Is this acceptable, Mr. Speaker?  I believe the United Nations General
Assembly should have been called on to work on the issue of  the build up of  forces from
both sides in the region.

I leave you with one thought.  When a news story breaks revelling scandals in parliament or
other public and private institutions/organisations, the media go all out and do not rest until
heads role or charges are levelled and even businesses go bust—so why do they ignore their
own profession when pointed out to them by myself  and others?

I look forward to hearing from you.
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Yours sincerely

William Dunn

Mr. Speaker House of  Commons Oppositions in Russia but no 
oppositions in Great Britain...? 
H'mmm!

https://docdro.id/qQsyyBo 

Dame Melanie Dawes Independent Journalism & 
Alternative Opinions in the 
UK TV/radio Media.

https://docdro.id/JlFnyZW 

BBC Chairman Richard Sharp 
and ALL BBC Board Members

Is BBC 
Tim Davie a 
Soviet-Style Obstructionist?

https://docdro.id/6EbZB5K

BBC Tim Davie 4 Access
to the BBC

BBC Director-General
Naga on Racism.
What is your objection?

https://docdro.id/tfzTHyj

BBC Tim Davie new
reply 5 Jan 2022

BBC Director-General
Audience Services
already replied to me

https://docdro.id/xa2L7Uq

Letter to BBC
Breakfast News Presenter
Naga Munchetty

Naga on Racism https://www.docdroid.net/  1f3n4Fh/
naga-on-racism-pdf

Brexit Proposal to
Prime Minister May

Northern Ireland at the 
Crossroads
(The Perfect Solution)

www.docdroid.net/LVqTZCZ/northern-
Ireland-at-the-crossroads-the-perfect-
solution-pdf

Letter to American President
Joe Biden
Not publicly available

Why Fight
with Russia? 

https://docdro.id/PSL4dki

Front Cover My work https://www.docdroid.net/JQueuym/  fr  o
nt-cover-pdf
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.  I  am  sure  that  most  correspondents  to  you  will  start  this  way—just  a  little  recognition  of

Parliament and your role and a friendly start.   The issue I raise while not a Point of  Order in parliamentary
terms (I am not a member) is very much an issue in the proceedings of  society to which the House of
Common plays  a  prominent  role.   As an  independent on this  issue  I  seek  the  support  of  a  recognised
independent authority.
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